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ABSTRACT

This paper focuses on subband coding schemes based
on critically decimated paraunitary �lter banks� An ad�
ditional network with matrix A is introduced on the
decoder side� We show here how to optimize its coef�
�cients jointly with the quantization steps in order to
reduce the reconstruction mean square error �MSE� on
the output signal due to quantization and �ltering� This
optimization is performed under bit�rate constraint� Of
course� the resulting overall MMSE �lter bank �includ�
ingA �� IM � does not allow perfect reconstruction �PR��
but the signal�to�noise ratio �SNR� is remarkably better
than for the PR solutions�
The main advantage of such an approach is to preserve
the original structure of the �lter bank while improv�
ing the SNR� Here� we apply the method to modulated
�lters which can be implemented at very low cost� Solu�
tions are given by comparing rate�distortion curves for
various forms of A� several paraunitary modulated �lter
banks� and two bit�rate measures�

� INTRODUCTION

In a subband coding scheme� the analysis and synthesis
�lter bank are usually chosen so as to allow PR of the
input signal when no quantization is performed in the
subbands� Nevertheless� these �lters are suboptimal in
presence of quantization� and several previous studies
�	� 
�� 
� �� � �� �� already address this problem� In�
deed� the design of synthesis �lters reconstructing the
signal could take into account the amount of quanti�
zation noise injected in the subbands� and this should
be more relevant than considering other criteria such as
frequency selectivity for example�
In �
�� 
�� optimal synthesis �lters are designed ac�

cording to an MMSE �Minimum Mean Square Error�
criterion for given noisy subband signals� yielding matrix
Wiener or Kalman �lters� This work is generalized in
��� �� where the quantizers and the subband signals are
optimized jointly under bit�rate constraint� However� in
neither of the two cases� the resulting synthesis �lters al�
low e�cient realizations using fast transforms or lattice
implementations� In order to overcome this problem� �	�

optimizes the synthesis prototype of a modulated �lter
bank� enabling low complexity implementations� How�
ever� the method is speci�c to modulated �lters and does
not tune quantizers� The special case of non�uniform
quantization� for which part of the quantization noise is
correlated to the signal is treated in ��� ��

This paper resumes the joint optimization of synthesis
�lter bank and quantizers of ���� but� here� the synthesis
side is constrained to keep its original implementation�
what is particularly interesting in the case of computa�
tionally e�cient modulated �lter banks� We focus on
paraunitary �lter banks and we introduce a network
with polyphase matrix A on the decoder side� as de�
scribed on Figure 
� Matrix A and uniform subband
quantizers are optimized jointly in order to minimize
the output MSE� thus leading to MMSE �lter banks�
The complexity of the coding scheme can thus be tuned
by varying the structure of A� Particular attention is
paid to a diagonal and tridiagonal structure of scalar
matrix A� Indeed� for the diagonal case� introducing
weights in the subbands of a PR scheme enables to re�
duce the noise contribution of subbands with small SNR
in the reconstructed signal� Moreover� by combining ad�
jacent subbands in the tridiagonal case� the fact that
they overlap in the frequency domain is taken into ac�
count� Note that the case of a polynomial matrix A�z�
can be straightforwardly derived from the results given
in this paper� It would give additional degrees of free�
dom but since we seek low complexity� we do not pay
particular attention to this case�

These various forms for matrixA will be compared by
the means of rate�distortion curves� These simulations
are performed on modulated �lter banks� so as to get
the lowest implementation complexity� but all results
presented here are valid for any paraunitary �lter bank�

� CODING SCHEME DESIGN

The �lter bank based coding scheme is shown in Fig�
ure 
� using polyphase matrix representation of the
�ltering process� When denoting H�z� the analysis
polyphase component matrix� the subband signal vector
Y�z� can be written as Y�z� � H�z� X�z�� with X�z��
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Figure 
� M�band coding system including a �lter bank� a quantization stage and a combination matrix

the input signal vector� After uniform scalar quantiza�
tion represented by Q in Figure 
� we obtain the quan�
tized signal vector �y�m� � Q�y�m��� This operation
is modeled by �y�m� � y�m� � b�m�� where b�m� is
an additive noise vector� The output signal then writes
�X�z� � F�z� A �Y�z�� with A� an M�M scalar matrix�
and F�z� the synthesis polyphase matrix�

��� Distortion Criterion

Let us assume that the overall delay of the coding
scheme is zero� To achieve minimum distortion in an
MSE sense� we have to solve

Efjj�x�n��x�n�jj�g �



	�
Efjj�X�ej���X�ej��jj�g

�
� min

�
�
Since the �lter bank is paraunitary� the following

equation holds true�

jj�X�ej���X�ej��jj � jjA�Y�ej���Y�ej��jj �	�

Thus� the distortion can be expressed as

D � EfjjA�y�m�� y�m�jj�g ���

� Trace
�
AR�y�yA

T �AEf�y�m�yT �m�g

�Efy�m��yT �m�gAT � Efy�m�yT �m�g
�

�

M��X
i��

�
AT
i R�y�yAi � 	Efyi�m��yT �m�gAi � ��yi

�
�

It involves the original and quantized subband sig�
nal vectors y�m� � �y��m�� y��m�� � � � � yM���m��T and
�y�m�� resp�� and the autocorrelation matrix R�y�y of the
latter� AT

i denotes the i�th row of A� and ��yi the vari�
ance of the signal in subband i�
Modeling the quantization error bk�m� as additive�

uncorrelated� white noise� we obtain from Eq� ���

D �
�M��X
i��

Dnz �� �
AT
i RbbAi ���

�AT
i RyyAi � 	Efyi�m�yT �m�gAi � ��yi� �z �

Df

�

These assumptions on quantization noise seem restric�
tive� but using an elaborated noise model� as in ���� does
not improve the performances of the MMSE system�

Because of the additive noise model� the distortion is
the sum of 	 terms� one due to quantization noise� Dn�
plus a �ltering term Df due to the non�PR property of
the bank F�z� � A� If the quantization noise tends to�
wards zero �high bit�rates�� the optimalA tends towards
the identity matrix and the optimal system is close to
the paraunitary one�

��� Bit�Rate Constraint

We work under the constraint
PM��

k�� Rk � RT � the
�xed bit�rate budget� Classically� given dk the dy�
namic range of the signal in subband k� de�ned as
dk � maxy�yk� � miny�yk�� the bit�rate Rk and the
quantization step qk are related by � Rk � log� �dk�qk��
We will also elaborate on the coding scheme perfor�

mances in presence of an entropy coder� using the or�
der 
 entropy Hk of the subband signals as a bit�rate
measure during the optimization �for more details� see
the entropy constrained optimization in �����

��� MMSE solutions

To achieve minimum distortion in an MSE sense� we
have to minimize Eq� ��� over the set of coe�cients of
A and the subband quantizers� Optimizing jointly all
free parameters requires the use of general optimization
methods which revealed di�culties in convergence� The
problem has been bypassed by optimizing the matrix A
and the quantizers separately� since each optimization
step is simple if the other parameters are �xed� The
process is then iterated starting from the classical PR
system with optimized bit�rates� The procedure either
improves the classical solution or stops� However� we
could not prove that it reaches a global optimum�
Step � � For �xed quantizers� the solution for

Ai yielding minimum distortion is obtained by setting
�D
�AT

i

� �� It writes

AT
i � Efyi�m�yT �m�g�Ryy �Rbb�

��� ���

This equation simpli�es if A is constrained to be di�
agonal or tridiagonal� as shown below�
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For the diagonal case� Eq� ��� reduces to

�i�i � ���yi � ��b �
����yi ���

In the tridiagonal case� it writes

��i�i��� �i�i� �i�i	�� � �yi��� yi� yi	���R
i
yy �Ri

bb�
��

���

with Ri
yy �

h
�Ryy�k�n

i
i� 
 � k � i� 

i� 
 � n � i� 


and Ri
bb de�

�ned in the same way�

Step � � Tuning the quantization steps� i�e� the bit
allocation in each subband� for �xed A can be done by
minimizing the noise term of the distortion�

Dn �

M��X
i��

�
AT
i Rbb Ai

�
�

M��X
k��

��bk

M��X
i��

��i�k� ���

with ��bk � q�k�
	 � d�k�
	 � 	
��Rk being the noise vari�

ance in subband k �we assume uniform quantization
noise��

The solutions for the Rk are thus obtained by mini�
mizing the Lagrangian functional L � Dn���

P
k Rk �

RT �� in which Rk is constrained to be positive �this is
done by setting Rk � ��k� see �����

� SIMULATIONS

In the following paragraph� we compare the perfor�
mances of various synthesis �lter banks� a PR scheme
having optimal subband bit�rates� a full MMSE scheme
�optimization of the whole synthesis �lters� as in �����
and paraunitary schemes combined with � di�erent ma�
trices A �plain� diagonal and tridiagonal�� This com�
parison is done by the means of rate�distortion curves�

Two simulation sets are performed in order to com�
pare two reference modulated analysis banks� an ��band
ELT ��� with �lters of length N � �	 and a cosine�
modulated bank ��� having M � � and N � 
	�� Both
prototype frequency responses are shown in Figure 	�
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Figure 	� Prototypes for ��channel paraunitary �lter
bank

The MMSE �lter bank performances were evaluated
on various synthetic signals� as well as on the audio sig�
nal �The four seasons� the spring� by Vivaldi� CD qual�
ity� Only the Vivaldi results are shown here�

��� Classical bit�rate measure

Figure � shows the rate�distortion curves obtained for
the ��channel ELT analysis �lter bank� and for the clas�
sical bit�rate measure�
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Figure �� Measured bit�rate vs SNR �dB� for ELT

The best performances are of course obtained by op�
timizing the whole synthesis �lters� the SNR improve�
ment over PR is � � dB in the range of 
������ bps�
However� optimizing the main diagonal of A only� im�
proves the SNR of � � dB for low bit rates up to ���
dB� This improvement� obtained at very low cost� re�
duces quickly for higher bit rates� It can be kept � �
dB for bit rates up to ��� bps by optimizing the tridiag�
onal structure of A as described in Eq� ��� Optimizing
the whole matrix A� which results in increased imple�
mentation costs� yields further improvement� This can
be explained by the fact that the stopband attenuation
of the prototype is relatively low �� �� dB�� so that even
non�adjacent subband signals are still correlated�
Figure � gives the rate�distortion curves when us�

ing the cosine�modulated �lter bank of length 
	�� In
this case� all optimization methods yield the same rate�
distortion curve� Because of the high stopband attenu�
ation of the prototype� the subband signals are decor�
related and no further improvement can be achieved by
combining them with a tridiagonal or plain matrix A�
Therefore� for such analysis �lters� introducing a diag�
onal matrix on the synthesis side is the best solution
for improving the output SNR of the �lter bank� It re�
quires only one additional multiplier per subband� and
it enables to use the existing low complexity implemen�
tations of modulated �lters�

��� Entropy�constrained optimization

In this paragraph� the bit�rate measure is the order 
 en�
tropy of the subband signals� thus yielding an entropy�
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Figure �� Measured bit�rate vs SNR �dB� for COS FB

constrained optimization of �lters and quantizers� Fig�
ure � shows the curves obtained in this case with the
ELT analysis�
Since such simulations evaluate asymptotic per�

formances� the improvement enabled by MMSE SF
schemes over PR ones is reduced� here to ��	� bps in the
range 	���� dB� The same conclusions as in the classical
bit�rate case can be given for the plain and tridiagonal
matrices A� Note that introducing a diagonal matrix A
is not su�cient any more to improve the performances
of a PR scheme�
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Figure �� Entropy vs SNR �dB� for ELT

It also appears that this entropy bit�rate reduction
obtained thanks to MMSE solutions completely cancels
in the case of N � 
	� modulated �lters� The reasons
of this fact are certainly manifold� First� we are dealing
with asymptotic performances� Then� increasing the se�
lectivity of the analysis �lters reduces the potential gain
brought by MMSE solutions� This shows that a good
frequency selectivity is a crucial criterion for the choice
of PR �lters� It improves the overall system perfor�
mances� and brings the scheme closer to optimality �the
optimum being the MMSE solution��

	 Conclusion

This paper shows that noticeable output SNR improve�
ments over classical PR schemes can be obtained at very
low cost by introducing a diagonal or tridiagonal matrix
on the synthesis side of a paraunitary �lter bank� For
the classical bit�rate measure� a diagonal matrix gives
enough degrees of freedom at low bit�rates to get this im�
provement� However� in presence of an entropy�coding
stage� the tridiagonal matrix is necessary� Finally� the
solutions proposed here present a good SNR�complexity
tradeo� compared to both PR �lter banks and fully op�
timized MMSE schemes�
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